
Platform Trailers
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Your trailer – custom-made



The plus of Blomenröhr-Platform trailers
– this is why they are more stable:
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Axles of the brands Hersteller Knott, GFA, BPW o. Gigant with 
payload reservers

Chassis: sturdy welded construction made of profiled steel, all 
components electrically welded

High quality plywood floor, weatherproof glued, 18mm o. 
24mm strong

Laser welded steel steel sidewalls or sidewalls made of 
aluminium in different heights

Easy load securing: side profile with retractable lashing hooks 
at a distance of 60cm or with double pattern holes at a 
distance of approx 20cm with each 2000daN lashing capacity

Telescopic support legs with spring bolt as securing (optional) 

LED-track, position- and marker lights (above 8,9t)

Rear flap

Rear posts removable (optional)
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Support winch with high payload (12t) from model 752/8900,               
model 745/5000 mit support wheel

Drawbar with winch, continuously height adjustable

Hinches welded to side profile

PVC-forklift collision protection (optional)

All models available with COC /EC-type approval!
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Pictures partly with supplemental equipment. Technical modifications reserved. This information is supplied without liability.

New URP

since 2022 
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Serial equipment



Model 745/5000: with support wheel, steel 
sidewalls, net hooks, warning signs, holder for 
traffic cones, divided sidewalls

Stanchions can be plugged in at specified the 
position, with steel side walls on the front half 
of the loading area

Central lashing rail with rotatable lashing 
troughs, 4000 daN load capacity

Chassis hot-dip galvanized, outer profile with 
double hole pattern, aluminum side walls 400mm 
high, elevated front wall made of corrugated 
mesh, steel plate floor 

500mm high aluminium sidewalls, divided, with 
front elevation up to 2m height, with warning 
package (lighted warning signs, connector for rotating beacon), 
twist locks, air suspension

as well as without photo: different loading dimensions, net hooks, anodised side walls, additional lashing troughs, spare wheel and bracket, Duomatic coupling, tarpaulin frame, swivel eyelet 
(40/50mm towing eyelet) and much more.

Hot-dip galvanized chassis, increased steel 
front wall to 80 cm, stakes can be plugged in at 
the desired position, additional LED reversing 
lights, divided side walls
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The accessory



Platform version

Blomenröhr Fahrzeugbau GmbH
Schneidweg 31  
59590 Geseke   Germany
Tel.  +49 2942 57997-70
Fax 
info@blomenroehr.com
www.blomenroehr.com

 +49 2942 57997-77

Ⅰ

As a platform trailer for container transport with telescopic 
container locks and warning package (extendable, illuminated 
warning signs, connector for rotating beacon)

With plug-in stanchions on the side, tool box and front wall 
elevation made of corrugated wire mesh

With sliding tarpaulin body, front wall made of aluminum profiles, 
warning package (extendable, illuminated warning signs)
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